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Company Info
Innovation leader, responsible
towards society
T-Mobile Macedonia is recognized as innovation
leader with best network quality, company which
offers innovative easy to use services. As the first
mobile phone operator in Macedonia, T-Mobile Macedonia was founded in September 1996 under the
name of MobiMak. Since 2001 the company has been
run as an independent subsidiary of Makedonski
Telekomunikacii. On 1 September 2006, the rebranding from MobiMak to T-Mobile Macedonia took place
after a lead time of several months. The company was
re-branded into Т-Mobile Macedonia, becoming part
of the international Т-Mobile family.
T-Mobile Macedonia is recognized in TM International as the T-Mobile country with best network quality.
Our network covers 99.9% of the population and over
98.5% of the territory of the Republic of Macedonia.
We are proud of our network quality which we continuously upgrade in order to provide high quality and
affordable services.
Thanks to T-Mobile’s international presence, customers can count on the availability of their favourite
services even when they are abroad and they can
take advantage of the unified, favourable calling
rates. Т-Mobile customers can communicate all over
the world, using our roaming service which is offered
in over 90 countries.
T-Mobile Macedonia was first to introduce GPRS and
EDGE thus significantly increasing the data transfer
speed. The company is recognized as the innovation
leader introducing innovative and easy to use services, like web’ walk, web SMS, Push mail, providing
the true freedom to move for everyone.
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The confidence of more than million customers in a
country with a population of 2 000 000 confirms our
leading position and obliges us to continue our mission – to become the most highly regarded service
company.
As a successful company, we feel responsible
towards the society and we invest in Macedonia.
Through the Foundation Т-Mobile for Macedonia,
numerous humanitarian activities are conducted.
We take care of the environment with strict eco activities whose purpose is to keep Macedonia clean
and safe.

Global player in mobile
communications
As one of the world’s biggest mobile operators,
T-Mobile International offers its customers the latest technologies and modern multimedia services. Since it was formed in December 1999, T-Mobile
International, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Deutsche
Telekom, has established itself as one of the world’s
leading mobile operators.
The development of new technologies and usercentric complete services has enabled the T-Mobile
Group to enhance its position each year. The company operates in Europe and the United States and currently has around 120 million customers (12/2007)
– a figure that is growing all the time.
T-Mobile International was the first and only operator
so far to launch a uniform transatlantic network based
on the world’s most successful digital mobile communications standard GSM (Global System for Mobile
Communications). T-Mobile’s companies were
among the first mobile communications providers
to use future-oriented technologies such as GPRS,
UMTS (3G) and WLAN.
Deutsche Telekom and T-Mobile International have
twelve direct and indirect shareholdings in mobile
communications companies worldwide. The Group
is the sole or majority shareholder in Germany, the
United States, the United Kingdom, Austria, the Netherlands, the Czech Republic and Poland. Deutsche
Telekom also has a stake in telecommunications
companies in Hungary, Croatia, Slovakia, Macedonia
and Montenegro.
As part of the Group’s “Focus, fix and grow” strategy,
T-Mobile International has set the goal of further expanding the global Mobile Communications business
area.
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Global Brand attributes
Multinational multimedia
brand
We will be the most highly regarded service
company… with the passion to provide the true
freedom to move for everyone.
Reliability, simplicity and inspiration – this is what
T-Mobile stands for with its products and services
Customers recognize T-Mobile on the basis of
its three brand attributes: reliability, simplicity,
and inspiration – three clear benefits that mobile
phone users say they want and need.
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Reliability
A key commitment to customers is a brand that
people can trust and depend upon. Reliability
stands for the bond of trust and confidence between T-Mobile and its customers. “I am T-Mobile
– count on me.” customer wants.

Simplicity
T-Mobile makes the complex simple and is committed to delivering smart simplicity. People
want products and services that are easy to use,
regardless of the underlying technology. Why
complicate things when there is an easier way?

Inspiration
We are dedicated to creating services that will inspire and surprise our customers by offering new
benefits and new possibilities for communication.
We are committed to offering both enjoyable and
useful to have at hand wherever and however the
customer wants.
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Statements
first mobile operator. Since then, the company
has led the way in innovation focus on network
quality and above all putting the customer’s
needs.
Following the rapid movement of the market,
we face new challenges and offer new services
and technologies, always even step before our
customer’s expectations. But the speed of development is not the only step to success. We also
need to stay a reliable partner and following the
customer centricity and the abilities of the local
market to offer these services at very attractive
prices.
Our efforts inevitably led to a significant increase in our revenues and EBITDA for 2007.
We are resolved to continue with this successful
development.
Ladies and Gentlemen,
2007 was a year closely tided to the dynamics of
the telecommunications market. Third mobile operator enters the market and the entire 12 month
period was characterised by increased competitive pressure. Also, mobile market is developing
rapidly and brings new services, technologies
and more advanced customer needs. These
conditions bring new challenges for T-Mobile, but
also are making us even stronger.
2007 was also a year for celebration. We reached
the one-million customer mark, which is no small
feat considering that the total population of
Macedonia is just over two million with a mobile
penetration rate of 72 percent. This means that
T-Mobile Macedonia owns 66 percent of the
Macedonian mobile market – a market that the
company helped launch in 1996 as the country’s
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Michael Lawrence, CEO

Ladies and Gentlemen,
In 2007 we reached the one-million customer
mark. This is not just a number. These are different people, counting on us. As a service company our top priority is customer centricity. We need
to continuously improve our understanding of our
customers and their understanding of us. In 2007
we increased our customer satisfaction; commit our “simply closer” approach at our point of
sale; simplify the procedures towards customers
resulting with even better customer satisfaction.
2007 was also a year of innovations – T-Mobile
offered services which are taking the customers into a new communication era – converged
internet and mobile services like: “webSMS”;
“Web’n’ Walk“and “Push Mail”. With these services our customers can surf the internet with their

mobile phones, chat with friends, correspond via
e-mail, and keep track of all appointments thanks
to the calendar function.
2007 was also a year of decreased prices in prepaid and business segment for more than 30%.
Also new prepaid tariff models were introduced
offering very attractive voice and SMS prices.
We will follow this strategy in the future: our
customer’s satisfaction, innovative services and
competitive prices.

Zarko Lukovski,
Chief Operating Officer
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T-Mobile management
Michael Lawrence, CEO

Zarko Lukovski, COO

Michael Lawrence is the CEO of T-Mobile Macedonia. He is working for T-Mobile for more than
11 years. He established a mobile Joint Venture
with China Unicom in 4 main regions of China in
1998/99. Then he established a UMTS Consortium in France and later controlled the mobile
operator PTC in Poland. Since 2004 he is leading T-Mobile Macedonia. Under his leadership,
T-Mobile Macedonia is securing a high revenue
market share and generating high EBITDA margins. Dr. Michael Lawrence is an engineer graduated at RWTH Aachen. Later he was a consultant
for mergers & acquisitions at Deutsche Bank.

Zarko Lukovski, is T-Mobile’s Chief Operating
Officer since September 2007. He is a member
of the Board of Directors of Macedonian Telekom
AD – Skopje since November 2006 and Chairmen of the Board since December the same year.
Lukovski has great experience in computer sciences and telecommunication integration. His
experience contains work on the Swedish and
Macedonian market. He took part in the project of
Ministry of Finance for electronic signature. For
a longer period Lukovski worked and cooperated
with different world brands such as Fujitsu, Siemens, Microsoft, Philips, Compaq, Xerox, Hewlett
Packard, Motorolla, Ericsson where he gained
broad international experience.

Eftim Betinski, CTO
Eftim Betinski is the Chief Technical Officer in
T-Mobile Macedonia. Started as an O&M engineer at 1991 and his carrier has developed up to
position of CTO in 2001. His main achievements
are: 2G/GPRS/EDGE 596 BTS (4115 TRX’s) on
441 locations, 3 MSC & 6BSC on 3 locations
with complete O&M staff, developing own Investment & Planning dep., Radio Network dep., Core
Network dep., Network development & Strategy,
Developing of Prepaid System for up to 1M (900k
in 2007). Graduated Engineer for Electronics and
Telecommunications, graduated on Moscow’s
University for Telecommunications in 1990.
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Dejan Krstevski, CFO
Dejan Krstevski is the CFO of T-Mobile Macedonia. He’s been working for T-Mobile Macedonia
for 7 years, from 2005 as Chief Financial Officer.
He previously worked for Makedonski Telekom for
4 years as Head of Finance, Strategy Department.
In T-Mobile he established Customer Finance
Department, Centralized Procurement, SAP development, Business Planning processes, Fraud
Management System (FMS). Under his leadership, T-Mobile Macedonia is securing a high
profitability and generating high EBITDA margins.
Dejan Krstevski has BA Degree in Mechanical
Engineering and in Economics, MBA and is currently working on doctoral thesis (PhD).

Eftim Betinski - CTO
Chief Technical Officer

Zarko Lukovski, COO
Chief Operating Officer

Michael Lawrence - COO
Chief Operating Officer

Dejan Krstevski - CFO
Chief Finance Officer

Dusko Kantardziev - CITO
Chief IT Officer

Dusko Kantardziev, CITO
Dusko Kantardziev is a CIO of T-Mobile Macedonia. His career spans over 15 years at various
positions in Makedonski Telekom and T-Mobile.
He established the first international relations
and telephone traffic accounting after secession
of Yugoslav PTTs in 1991. In a two-year foray, he
was technical director of an electronic security
company delivering solutions to large businesses
and the army. In 1996 he was member of the
setup team to establish the first mobile network in
the country – MobiMak, being responsible for the
billing and customer care operations. Since 2001

he is a CIO of T-Mobile, leading the most complex
IT environment in the country. Dusko Kantardziev
is a BSc Electronics and Telecommunications,
graduated on the University Cyril and Methodius,
Electro technical Faculty in Skopje.
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One million strong
In 2007, T-Mobile Macedonia reached the onemillion customer mark – an outstanding number,
having into consideration that the total population
of Macedonia is just over two million with a mobile penetration rate of 72 percent.
This outstanding number is proving that we are
going on the right track. The company provides
two thirds of the population with mobile service.
is an engineer graduated at RWTH Aachen. Later
he was a consultant for mergers & acquisitions at
Deutsche Bank.
Looking Forward
In 2007 the third mobile operator begins operations and mobile market in Macedonia became
very competitive with 3 mobile operators with a
population of just 2.2 millions. But these conditions are making us even stronger. In order to
keep our high market share, we are dedicated to
being the most highly regarded service company.
We strive to follow the rapid market movement
and face new challenges, go even step before
customer’s expectations. First of all, we value
people and their needs – our customers - each
of them as an individual, our employees and the
whole society. We focus and invest in our network
quality and innovative easy to use services.
We will work hard in the years ahead to stay number one mobile operator in the country.
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People – customers, employees, society
Customers
We strongly believe that customer insight and understanding are paramount for becoming the best
service company. We value every customer as an individual, offering tailor made services for every
segment of customers: prepaid, postpaid and business.
Customer satisfaction depends also a great deal on the quality of customer service. T-Mobile Call Centre is prepared to handle inquires 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year. In 2007, Customer
service department handled more than 1.1 million customer’s requests and inquires through different CS channels: IVR, telephone, e-mail etc. Our operators are answering all questions on 3 different
languages – Macedonian, Albanian and English.
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We commit our “simply closer” approach also
at our point of sale. Our frontline employees are
committed to give best service to our customers, with personal approach. Our large network
consists of 130 shops and point of sales through
Macedonia offering availability and easy approach to our services and devices.
We celebrated traditional Customer Service
Week. Customer Service Week is celebrated all
over the world and for the first time in Macedonia
– to celebrate customer service professionalism
and to raise awareness organisation-wide of the
vital role played by customer service professionals. In order to simplify the procedures towards
customers, we develop Simply Serve Programme
and My T-Mobile self – care portal, which is constantly approved.
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Employees
Motivated and competent employees ensure satisfied customers, who are the key to the success; at
the same time, they also have a decisive influence on our reputation and quality as a service company. Therefore, we invest in learning and development in order to increase employees’ satisfaction and
working efficiency. This applies equally to talented junior staff and graduates, as well as experienced
executives and experts.
We track skills and possibilities of every employee and organize seminars for improving professional
skills relevant for particular job, also foreign languages studies, presentation studies etc. Having into
consideration that every employee has different needs and character traits we organized trainings
and team buildings all this with one purpose to accomplish cooperation between the employees in
the departments, between the departments and between all functional parts in the company.
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Employee satisfaction is also very important. In 2007 we continue to organizing parties and family
days for employees and their families, rewards for best employees of the following year, offering low
prices and special packages of mobile handsets, offering discounts for travelling, organizing humanitarian and eco actions etc.
In this way, we are raising the profile of Deutsche Telekom as a talent-oriented company and also
inspire greater innovation in our high-tech working areas, helping us to become the international
market leader in services for connected life and work.
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Society
T-Mobile recognizes and accepts the social
responsibility that its position as market leader
brings. That’s why we work to give something
back to local communities.
Through sponsorships and humanitarian work of
Foundation T-Mobile for Macedonia, we fulfill our
obligation towards society.
Foundation T-Mobile for Macedonia is a non
– profit organization, founded in 2002 for support and initiation of humanitarian activities and
donations. Made up entirely of volunteers from
T-Mobile Macedonia departments, the Foundation strives to contribute to various segments of
Macedonian life, focusing on children, health and
humanitarian projects.
In 2007, Foundation organized its traditional
humanitarian caravan supporting families in need
with household items and Christmas packages
for the children. Humanitarian concerts are very
popular for raising awareness for help and quick
and effective way for collecting funds. This year,
the Foundation organized three humanitarian
concerts: humanitarian concert for support of
children with cerebral palsy; humanitarian concert for fund raising for restoration of the Psychiatric ward in Gevgelija and two concerts in Prilep
for children suffering from Louis Barr’s syndrome.
Humanitarian numbers for collecting funds for
urgent surgeries and medical treatments were
increased by 12, thus at the end of the year, there
were 50 donation numbers, for 50 individuals.
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Our commitment as corporate responsible company is also fulfilled by our sponsorship activities.
By following T-Mobile sponsorship strategy, we
focus on sports and cultural life of our country. In
2007, our main focus was to support most successful sports in Macedonia. Thus, we made contracts for partnership with Tennis and Handball
Federation and we also supported best woman
volleyball team, called T-Mobile volleyball team.
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Services, network, technology
Services
In our time mobile phone is a
part of everyday life. Mobile
market is expanding and innovations and new services move
rapidly forward. To meet our
customer’s needs, we must act
even step before their expectations. T-Mobile is recognizable
as innovation leader. Our goal
is to offer world trends in mobile
telephony, but also competitive
prices and services adapted to
local market and tailor made for
every customer segment: prepaid, post-paid and business.
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2007 was a year of new services, reduced prices and new
tariff models.
We introduce “webSMS”;
“Web’n’ Walk“and “Push Mail”
services which provide real
freedom of movement for everyone. With these services we are
taking the customers into a new
era – now they can surf the internet with their mobile phones,
chat with friends, correspond
via e-mail, and keep track of
all appointments thanks to
the calendar function. We will
continue to follow this track –
seeking converged internet and
mobile services.

In 2007 T-Mobile offered three
new tariff models, for pre-pad,
post-paid and business segment. With Easy Talk and Easy
SMS pre-paid customers get
very attractive voice and SMS
price. Relax Family is a new
post – paid family concept with
extremely attractive price of 0,
9 DEN for minute among family members. In the business
segment, we offered new tariff
model – Team Business with
one joint monthly fee and calls
among team members up to 0
DEN.

Prices also decreased significantly in postpaid and business
for up to 30%, which notably
increase the customer satisfaction. Our special offer – 100
for 100 offered 100 minutes for
only 100 denars and significant
reduction of prices for weekend
calls.
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Network and technology
T-Mobile is recognizable as innovative leader with strong customer
centricity. This is not an easy job, because customer communication needs are growing, day by day – following service innovations.
Nowadays mobile phone is a work toll, entertainment device and
information tool. It is our goal to offer best and up to date services,
but to stay reliable partner.
This can be done only with best network and constant upgrade and
strengthening of the network capacity. The coverage, capacity and
reliability of the network are crucial to recruiting customers and retaining them over the long term. We are proud of our network, built
11 years ago, in 1996, when we built a national network around the
stable network operational system, which provides non-stop availability and it can respond to any system malfunctions in real time.
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IToday, our network covers 99.8% of the population and 96% of
the territory of Macedonia. T-Mobile network is one of the best
in the region, not only in our country. And our goal is to remain
number one, by constant upgrade and strengthening our network
capacity, enhance signal coverage and introduce state-of-the-art
technologies.
In 2007 we invested in improvement of radio network reliability,
GSM radio network extension, we introduced new technologies
and platforms that will support new products and enable fastest
access via internet. Thanks to these investments and improvement of the network, our customers can benefit from fastest
possible connection, high speed GPRS services such as internet
browsing, file downloading, real multimedia streaming, e-mailing,
etc. and call success rate of more than 99%.
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